Character-Specific Rules
Lizwick the Collector

During your Discard and Draw Phase, you may discard any or all of your Items as you
discard cards from your hand.

Setup: Shuffle your Item Deck and place it near your Player Mat.

If a card effect tells you to discard a card, you must discard a card from your hand (not
an Item) unless the effect causing you to discard specifically says otherwise.

Bag of Holding: Some cards in Lizwick’s deck have a Bag of
Holding icon in the bottom right. When one of these cards resolves,
reveal the top card from your Item Deck after all other effects on the
card have been carried out.

Card-Specific Notes

Items: Some Items have the subtype Immediate. If you reveal
an Immediate Item, follow the instructions on the card, then
put the card into your Item discard pile. No player may play
cards until after the Immediate effect is resolved unless the
Item specifically says otherwise.
If the Item you reveal does not have the subtype Immediate,
place it above the next available Item slot at the top of your
Player Mat. (Place your Items from left to right.) If you
already have three Items in play, you must choose one to
discard first. An Item in play like
this is equipped.

If your Item deck runs out, shuffle the Item discard pile and use that as the new deck.

Cracked Firebomb
Item - Immediate

Discard another equipped
Item, if you have one.
DANGER! Risk of spontaneous combustion.
Discard immediately if cracked.

Loopy Straw
Item - Sometimes

Reduce the Alcohol Content
of a Drink by 1.
SLURP!

draw to fill your hand.

Some Items do nothing. Most, however, have a subtype such
as Cheating or Sometimes. While an Item is equipped, you
may play it as though it were a card in your hand of that type.
After playing an Item card, place it in your Item discard pile
and, if necessary, move your other equipped Items to the left
so that they fill your leftmost Item slots.
Hand Size: As you accumulate Items in front of you, your
hand size is reduced. If you have up to one Item in play, your
hand size is seven, as normal. If you have two Items in play,
your hand size is six, and if you have three Items in play, your
hand size is five. Your hand size only matters during your
Discard and Draw Phase - it determines how many cards you

Example: Lizwick has two
equipped Items: Extra Cards
and Portable Hole. Her hand
size is six, so during her
Discard and Draw Phase,
she refills her hand to six
cards rather than the usual
seven.

Extra Cards
Item - Cheating

Portable Hole
Item - Sometimes

Ignore a Drink.

Take control of a Round
of Gambling.

(Reveal the Drink first!)

“You guys aren’t trying hard enough!”

“How does this even work??!?!”

If a card effect causes you to
draw cards that exceed your
hand size, you may still draw
those cards. If, during your Discard and Draw Phase, you have cards in excess of your
hand size, you may choose to keep them all and not draw any new ones.

Needle of Sleeping: This Immediate Item, if it is revealed on Lizwick’s turn, will end
her turn. If her turn ends in this way:
• Players may not play any more cards this turn.
• Any cards that have been played but have not yet resolved are discarded and do
not take effect.
• The current Phase ends and all future Phases in that turn are skipped. (So, for
example, if Lizwick reveals Needle of Sleeping during her Action Phase, she does
not Order a Drink or Drink.)
• If a Round of Gambling is underway, the anted Gold goes to the Inn.

Zakhan the Drunken Master
Setup: Take the wine jug token and place it next to your Player Mat. This
token will be used to track your Drunken Chi. As Zakhan drinks, he may
choose to increase his Drunken Chi, causing some of his cards to become
stronger! This is risky, though, since his Drunken Chi causes him to have
a higher effective Alcohol Content.
Drunken Chi and Total Drunkenness: You start the game with no Drunken Chi. The
sum of your Alcohol Content and your Drunken Chi is called your Total Drunkenness.
As your Drunken Chi increases, your wine jug token should be placed on your Total
Drunkenness. If your Total Drunkenness meets or crosses your Fortitude, you pass out
and lose the game!
Whenever Zakhan’s Alcohol Content changes, his Total Drunkenness changes by the
same amount, so you will generally need to move both your Alcohol Content bead and
your wine jug token when you gain Alcohol Content.
Example: Zakhan has 4
Alcohol Content and 2
Drunken Chi, for a Total
Drunkenness of 6. His
Alcohol Content marker
is on 4 and his wine jug
token is on 6. On his Drink
Phase, he reveals Pot of
Tea, so he sobers up by 1
point. His Alcohol Content goes to 3. Since his Drunken Chi is still 2, his Total
Drunkenness goes down to 5.

Increasing Drunken Chi: Whenever you gain 1 or more Alcohol Content from a Drink,
you may optionally choose to increase your Drunken Chi by 1. You make this choice after
the Drink is completely done resolving.
Example: Zakhan has 0
Alcohol Content and 0
Drunken Chi. On his Drink
Phase, he reveals Wine. He
drinks the Wine, gaining 2
Alcohol Content. He then
chooses to increase his
Drunken Chi by 1, so he
puts his wine jug token on 3.
His Drunken Chi is now 1,
and his Total Drunkenness
is 3.
Some of Zakhan’s cards include “Gain 1 Drunken Chi” as part of their effect. In this
case, gaining Drunken Chi is not optional.
Reducing Drunken Chi: At any time, Zakhan may discard two cards from his hand
to reduce his Drunken Chi by 1. This helps Zakhan stay conscious when the party gets
rowdy! His Drunken Chi can never go below 0, so his wine jug token can never go below
his Alcohol Content marker.
Chasers: Since a Drink with Chasers counts as a single drink, you may choose to increase
your Drunken Chi by 1 after drinking such a Drink - not 1 per Drink Card consumed.
Example: Zakhan has 5 Alcohol
Content and 3 Drunken Chi, for
a Total Drunkenness of 8 (his
markers are on 5 and 8). On his
Drink Phase, he reveals Light
Ale with a Chaser of Dark Ale.
He gains 2 Alcohol Content,
moving his markers to 7 and
10. He then chooses to gain 1
Drunken Chi, so he moves the
wine jug token from 10 to 11.

Fortitude, then draw a card and play another Action Card. You may play multiple copies
of this card to keep playing Action Cards. If you play this card outside of your Action
Phase (for example, in response to the Sea Event “Leviathan” from RDI 4), you may not
play another Action Card.
A true rogue gets the job done undetected!: As the card says, the Fortitude loss may
not be reduced, Negated or Ignored. It may be redirected to another player. In addition,
after losing Fortitude to this card, a player may retaliate against Sera with one of the many
hit-back cards in the game.
I should warn you. I’m pretty good at this game.: This is a Cheating Card, so if it
gets Negated with one of the many anti-cheat cards in the game, you don’t draw the two
cards.

Joran the Trickster
Card-Specific Notes
Are you sure?: This useful card allows you to Negate any card that would Negate or
Ignore another card. Remember that “I don’t think so!” and “The Wench thinks you
should stop playing with the drinks” can only be affected by “I don’t think so!”, so “Are
you sure?” won’t work on them!
Playing with portals: See “Redirecting Damage” on page 4 of the core rules.
I’m heading up to the bar. Let me get you something!: You must first give out your
normal Drink Card for your Order a Drink Phase. You then look at the next three Drinks
in the Drink Deck. You must give yourself exactly one of these three Drinks (so you will
most likely drink it during your Drink Phase). The other two Drinks may go to the same
player or to different players.

Drunken Chi from Drinks Only: If you gain Alcohol Content by any means other than
drinking a Drink, you may not choose to increase your Drunken Chi.
Example: Zakhan is at 4 Alcohol Content and 1 Drunken Chi (so his markers are on 4
and 5). Eve (from RDI 2) plays “Look into my eyes - you’re getting drunker!” to make
Zakhan gain 2 Alcohol Content. Zakhan’s Alcohol Content goes to 6 and his Total
Drunkenness goes to 7. He may not choose to increase his Drunken Chi.
Spending Drunken Chi: Some of Zakhan’s cards have a better effect if you spend
Drunken Chi. When spending Drunken Chi in this way, you spend it as you play the card.
You may not wait to see whether other players wish to respond. If you spend Drunken
Chi in this way and your card is Negated, Ignored, etc., you do not get a refund of the
Drunken Chi you spent.

Sera the Fleetfooted
Card-Specific Notes
You can’t block what you can’t see!: This Action Card allows you to hit someone for 1
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